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Abstract. Gas turbine engines include a plethora of rotating modules, and each module consists of numerous components.
A component’s mechanical fault can result in excessive engine vibrations. Identification of the root cause of a vibration
fault is a significant challenge for both engine manufacturers and operators. This paper presents a case study of vibration
fault detection and isolation applied at a Rolls-Royce T-56 turboprop engine. In this paper, the end-to-end fault diagnosis
process from starting system faults to the isolation of the engine’s shaft that caused excessive vibrations is described. This
work contributes to enhancing the understanding of turboprop engine behaviour under vibration conditions and highlights the merit of combing information from technical logs, maintenance manuals and engineering judgment in successful
fault diagnosis.
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Introduction
An accurate system’s health diagnosis is vital in enhanced
safety and optimisation of maintenance planning. Condition-based maintenance is a capability that enables organisations to optimise their maintenance strategies of
complex assets and, ultimately, their project and business
plans (Vachtsevanos et al., 2006; Jennions, 2011). Maintenance costs contribute significantly to an organization’s
total cost (Mobley, 2002; Evan, 2012). Thus, there is a profound interest of organisations utilising complex assets to
accurately diagnose their asset’s health state. Due to the
aforementioned background, there have been developed
various diagnostic techniques, based on Model-Based (De
Kleer & Kurien, 2003; Hwang et al., 2010), Data-Driven
(Gao et al., 2017; Muhammad et al., 2016) and Expert Systems (Durkin, 1994).
In many applications, from an operator’s point of view,
the main focus of a fault diagnosis strategy is initially to
detect a fault in the system and, subsequently, to identify
the component that should be replaced to restore the system to the healthy state. This perspective targets minimising downtime due to faults and is especially beneficial for
industrial assets whose downtime is expensive. Another
primary consideration in fault diagnosis of complex sys-

tems is the fact that a component’s fault can be revealed by
another component’s failure. This paper presents an example of this case, where a shaft’s fault at a turboprop engine
provoked a failure at the engine’s pneumatic starter and
flexible bleed air tube. Thus, the root cause of the shaft’s
fault was not readily observed due to the complexity of
the system. In order to deal with this danger, regardless of
the nature of the diagnostic algorithms used, a diagnostic
analysis should be conducted on a system level, considering components interconnections.
This work describes a case study of vibration fault diagnosis at a Rolls-Royce T-56 engine. The engine's main
components are illustrated in Figure 1. The aim of this
paper is to present the steps followed by the observation

Figure 1. The main components of turboprop engine T-56
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of fault symptoms until the faulty module is identified.
The main objective is the discussion of maintenance actions and decisions taken through this process. The major
step forward is that fault isolation went beyond the steps
suggested in the Fault Isolation Manual (FIM). Decisions
for fault diagnosis were based on a combination of FIM,
maintenance logs, and engineering judgment. This case
study refers to a legacy engine model, and conclusions can
be generalised to similar applications. This work does not
target suggesting an algorithm for capturing engine vibrations. The main emphasis is given in presenting the way
vibration fault symptoms are observable from a technician’s point of view, and the reasoning followed to proceed
to maintenance actions, based on the sensor information
that can be extracted from a legacy system.

1. State-of-art
1.1. T-56 Engine background
The turboprop is a gas turbine engine that drives a propeller. The design and development of turboprop engines
started in the early ’20s and through the years, and it has
been widely used in many aircrafts. Propulsion offered
by turboprop engines is mainly generated by the propeller rather than the exhaust gases reaction (Jackson, 1997;
Walsh & Fletcher, 2004).
In this paper, a vibration fault diagnosis case study is
conducted on a Rolls-Royce T-56 engine operated at a
military cargo aircraft. T-56 operates at a constant rotational speed and drives a variable pitch propeller, and the
fuel flow is controlled by a hydro-mechanical fuel control
unit. Figure 1 illustrates the T-56 configuration. T-56 is a
single shaft engine, and it consists of a propeller which is
mounted on a reduction gearbox. Mechanical energy is
transmitted to the gearbox from the gas turbine through
a torque meter shaft. The gas turbine which drives the
torque meter shaft consists of a 14-stage axial compressor
followed by a 6-can annular combustion chamber and a
4-stage axial turbine.
A pneumatic starter mounted on the reduction gearbox is used to initiate the starting process. Bleed air generated by another operating engine or by the Auxiliary
Power Unit is directed through the aircraft’s high-pressure
bleed air ducting to a pressure regulating valve (starter

control valve). After the bleed air pressure has been regulated at a level that satisfies the starter’s safe limits, it enters
the pneumatic starter. Figure 2 presents the sequence of
components directing bleed air from the aircraft's bleed
air system to the pneumatic starter. The pneumatic starter
engages with the gearbox by a clutch assembly and disengages at approximately 60% of nominal engine speed
(Hungate, 1979).

1.2. Vibrations fault detection techniques
Vibration faults diagnostics is an active field of research
since it is of great interest to both operators and manufacturers. Public domain literature dedicated to vibration
fault diagnosis is vast. This brief literature survey targets
in gleaning the most representative ideas and techniques
used to approach this issue. Detailed analysis of the presented methodologies and algorithms would increase the
length of the paper significantly and would deviate from
the scope of this work.
Source of a vibration fault can be a mechanical fault
of a component of a rotating module. Some characteristic examples are cracks of bearings, shaft misalignment,
unbalanced compressor or turbine modules, non-uniform
degradation of compressor, or turbine blades (Cubillo,
Perinpanayagam, & Esperon-Miguez, 2016). The main targets of vibration fault diagnosis strategies aim in detecting
vibration faults at initial stages and identifying the fault’s
root cause. In order to achieve this, appropriate velocity
or acceleration signals are captured from various locations
of the system under investigation (Milne et al., 2018; Teng
et al., 2016). Locations of mounting signal transducers are
specified by the system’s manufacturer. Modern system
designs have embedded vibration transducers targeted to
capture abnormal signals while the system is operating.
The acquired signals are analysed using signal processing algorithms. The most popular algorithms used are Fast
Fourier Transformation (Mirsaitov & Ignatkov, 2018; Teng
et al., 2016; Djaidir et al., 2017; Nivesrangsan, 2018; Silva
et al., 2018) and Wavelet transformation (Fedoronchak
& Kolpakova, 2018; Jia et al., 2018; Cubillo et al., 2016;
Hu et al., 2018; Haidong et al., 2018; Teng et al., 2016;
Silva et al., 2018) The final assessment of the fault detection, component identification, or degradation severity
has been achieved using artificial intelligence algorithms,

Figure 2. Engine bleed air and starting system components
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such as machine learning (Hu et al., 2018; Jia et al., 2018)
or model-based methods (Cubillo, Perinpanayagam, &
Esperon-Miguez, 2016; Saha & Vachtsevanos, 2006).
An interesting finding in this literature survey is that
most of the research conducted in this area concentrates
at isolated components (e.g. bearings, gear components in
a gearbox or shafts). Providing a few examples, in Teng
et al. (2016) fault detection in a wind turbine’s gearbox is
conducted by analysing accelerometer signals using wavelet transformation. In Nivesrangsan (2018), a ball bearing
vibration analysis is undertaken using the Fourier transform. Holistic case studies of systems in service is an issue
not sufficiently discussed (Djaidir et al., 2017).

2. Engine fault investigation
The symptoms that indicated excessive engine vibrations
were related with faults in the starting system components. The initial symptom occurred during an engine
start attempt when the engine did not crank, and the aircraft’s mission was cancelled. The maintenance personnel
followed the instructions in the Fault Isolation Manual
(FIM) corresponding to “failure to start” and replaced the
engine’s starter which restored the engine to operational
condition. However, after three engine ignition cycles,
another unsuccessful start attempt occurred. This was an
identical fault where the engine could not crank and, as
in the previous case, the maintenance action that restored
the engine to the operating condition was the replacement
of the pneumatic starter.
Finally, after five engine ignitions, the engine could not
crank. After a visual inspection, the flexible tube connecting the starter control valve with the starter was found to
be broken. The latter observation was the third fault in a
short period of time that was related to the starting system. Therefore, it was concluded that there existed a more
fundamental fault that had not been detected that caused
the failures of the starter and the flexible tube. The FIM
did not provide any guidance for this phenomenon, so the
fault detection and isolation process after that point was
based on engineering reasoning of the engine’s operation
and architecture.
Initially, a fault at the starter control valve was suspected. It was assumed that the starter control valve could not
regulate the bleed air pressure, and this resulted in bleed
air entering the flexible tube and the pneumatic starter at
an excessive pressure. In order to test the starter control
valve, dry motoring of the engine was conducted and the
starter control valve outlet pressure was measured. The results of the starter control valve test proved that the valve
regulates the bleed air pressure correctly and dispatches
bleed air at the appropriate pressure to both the flexible
tube and the pneumatic starter.
Since the underlying fault was not in the bleed air system, the engine’s structural integrity was suspected. Excessive engine vibrations were the next most probable cause
of the repeated component failures. Excessive vibrations
are related to a fault in one of the main rotating modules:

propeller, gearbox, torque meter shaft, compressor, and
turbine. The referred components consist of many parts
that can be responsible for generating excessive vibrations.
For example, the compressor module consists of many
rotating blades, bearings, and a shaft. However, maintenance actions applicable to base maintenance capabilities
are resultant from a replacement of each one of the main
modules. Thus, fault detection and isolation were focused
on isolating the fault to one of the main modules.

3. Vibration fault isolation and discussion
The T-56 does not have an in-situ vibration monitoring
system. For this reason, in order to trace down the root
cause of excessive vibrations, the engine was removed
from the aircraft and was installed at a test cell to proceed
at the fault isolation stage. Based on the corresponding
technical manuals, velocity transducers were installed at
three locations to measure engine vibrations for the three
main engine’s rotating modules: gearbox (horizontal),
compressor (horizontal), and turbine (vertical), as illustrated in Figure 3. Peak-to-Peak displacement of the velocity transducer signals was measured for all three locations.
Also, the dynamic balance of the propeller was carried out
since an unbalanced propeller can be a source of excessive
engine vibrations. For the dynamic balancing procedure, a
velocity transducer was mounted horizontally at the front
side of the gearbox. The tests aimed in investigating if
the Peak-to-Peak displacements captured by the velocity
transducers are within their respective limitation as reported in the maintenance manual.
An engine run was conducted, and it was observed
that the propeller was balanced correctly, and the measurements of the vertical velocity transducer mounted at
the turbine were within the safe limit. However, both the
measurements of the horizontal velocity transducers installed at the gearbox and the compressor were significantly above their respective safe limits. The same results
appeared while operating the engine under a wide range
of power outputs. The same test was repeated three times
and all tests had identical results.
The findings of the tests verified the initial suspicion
that the cause of the repeated starter and flexible tube failures was caused due to excessive engine vibrations. The
next challenge was to identify the module that should be
replaced to restore the engine to service. Since the propeller was dynamically balanced and the turbine’s measurements were within the safe limit, the three remaining
modules (gearbox, torque meter shaft, and compressor)
were more prone to be responsible for the engine’s excessive vibrations.
All three candidate components could cause the vibration fault. In order to identify the degraded module, the
suspected modules should be serially replaced until one
of them results in an engine free of excessive vibrations.
Due to workshop logistics and available spare parts, it was
decided to initially replace the torque meter shaft. Following the replacement, the engine was installed at the test
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Table 1. Vibration test measurement results

Component

Figure 3. Locations of velocity transducers

cell and vibration readings were collected. Vibrations were
monitored, following the same testing process described
in the previous paragraph, and all measurements from the
velocity transducers were within the safe limits. Based on
this outcome, the torque meter shaft was identified as the
faulty module that caused excessive vibrations. Table 1
summarises the findings of vibration monitoring on the
test cells. The engine was returned to service, and none
of the repeated faults (starter failure, flexible tube failure)
was observed. This was a final verification of the successful
diagnosis of the excessive vibration fault.
One of the main factors that contributed to identifying
the repeatability of the faults were the updated maintenance logs. In an organisation in which aircraft operations
and maintenance are conducted “around the clock” and
by different technicians, the only method to capture fault
repeatability is to maintain updated and well-organised
maintenance logs. By consulting the maintenance logs, it
was possible to identify that the starter and flexible tube
faults were an indication of another underlying fault. Fault
repeatability is a crucial aspect that should be considered,
otherwise an endless loop of replacing the same component will continue. This affects the logistics of an organisation since the flow of outgoing spare parts compared to
the flow of incoming will be unbalanced. Also, excessive
vibrations can have catastrophic effects and result in an
engine breakdown.
The three main elements on which the fault diagnosis
process was based are:
1. Keeping updated technical logs and consulting them
before conducting maintenance actions
2. Following the procedures described in the technical
manuals
3. Engineering reasoning based on the knowledge of
the system under examination
Valuable insights can be extracted from this fault
event regarding both the engine’s behaviour under excessive vibrations as well as maintenance management. Even
though identifying the existence of an underlying fault,
isolation of the root cause requires domain knowledge of
the system under investigation. As presented in section
2, the engine’s faults were initially assumed to be associated with degraded pneumatic starters. A fault in the
starter control valve would not affect any other component apart from the starter control valve. For this reason,
the fault isolation efforts were directed towards the starter
control valve. Finally, since the fault was not related to

Measurement values compared to limitations
described in the maintenance manuals
✔: Within the safe limit
❌: Outside of safe limit
Vibration monitoring
before torquemeter
shaft replacement

Vibration monitoring
after torquemeter
shaft replacement

Propeller

✔

✔

Gearbox

❌

✔

Compressor

❌

✔

Turbine

✔

✔

the bleed air system, based on the engine’s architecture
the engine’s structural health condition was investigated.
Excessive vibrations can cause structural damage to other
engine components. By measuring the vibration levels and
comparing them with the recommended safe limits, it was
verified that the faults in the starting system components
were caused by excessive vibrations.
It was proven that following the instructions in the
technical manuals and by using velocity transducers,
excessive vibrations can be successfully detected. Also,
the velocity transducers connected to each module are
not able to isolate a vibration fault to its corresponding
component. In the case study described, even though the
transducers mounted at the gearbox and the compressor
capture vibration values are above the limit, neither the
gearbox nor the compressor were responsible for the fault.
Furthermore, the existence of a mechanical fault at an engine’s module (torque meter shaft) transfers its effect and
causes excessive vibrations to adjacent modules (gearbox,
compressor) that are connected. This phenomenon encases the danger that adjacent components become degraded
and cause engine faults. Finally, a mechanical fault existed
at the torque meter shaft, despite the fact that excessive
vibrations did not affect the engine’s thermodynamic
characteristics. Values of pressure, temperature, and mass
flow through the engine’s gas turbine did not exceed their
nominal limits, even though the engine suffered from excessive vibrations.

Conclusions
After a failure to start the engine, the steps described in the
FIM provided by the Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) are followed. Based on these steps, the pneumatic
starter was replaced, and the engine could start normally.
The repeated unsuccessful attempts at a very short period
led to the conclusion that the root cause was not related
to the starting system components. An investigation of the
engine’s vibration characteristics indicated that a fault in
the torque meter shaft caused excessive vibrations which
subsequently caused the starter motor and flexible duct
failures. The fault isolation reasoning required in this case
study had to go beyond standard troubleshooting actions.
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Engineering reasoning based on the interactions of the
system were applied in order to isolate the root cause of
the observed failure mode. Fault repeatability in a short
period of time created an alert for increased awareness.
Due to the fact that this is a legacy system, engine vibrations are not monitored during normal engine operation.
This makes the suspicion of excessive engine vibrations
more challenging. Finally, this case study demonstrates the
fact that an engineering understanding of the system under investigation contributes critically to successful fault
diagnosis.
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